Let the usual order relations on R "greater than or equal to" and "strictly greater than" be respectively noted ^ and >. On R n the relations >, > and > are defined as follow: x^y^Xi^yi for ail i. x ^ y <& xi; > y% for all i and there exists an ÎQ suchthat (s.t.) Xi 0 > yi 0 . x > y <=> xi > yi for ail i.
Although these non standard notations are used in vector inequalities (see [5] ) and vector-optimization, quite often in the literature, our inequality x ^ y (resp. x > y) is replaced by the standard x > y (resp. x > t/, x ^ y).
If S is any subset of R n , then MAX S = {x G S|there is no y G S with y > x} MIN S = {x E S|there is no y G S with y < x}, e will always designate a real vector the components of which are ail unity. The scalar product of two real vectors x and y is noted xy and the product of x and a real matrix C is noted C x or x C depending on the one allowed. Let A and M be given m x n and k x n real matrices and 6 a constant real m-vector.
We suppose that k > 2 and that X = {x G U n \Ax = 6, x > 0} ^ 0.
The linear vector maximization problem is to characterize the set MAX {M x\x G X}. This problem called primai problem is noted
We define the dual of (P) as
in which [/ is always a real k x m-matrix. In the literature on vector optimization, a point x G MAX F is said to be an efficient or Pareto-optimal solution for (P) (see for instance [1] , [2] and [3] ). We mean hère the strong efficiency defined through our inequality > instead of the weak efficiency defined through >. In addition, as far as the linear case is concerned, efficiency coincides with proper efficiency which matters in non linear cases.
In [4] , Isermann defined the dual of (P) as
where U is as above.
THE MAIN RESULTS
For a first différence between (D) and (Dj), let us observe that Fj C F*. Further, let y e F*. Then there exists U s.t. (M -UA) x + z(y-Ub)>0 for no z G R and x e U n with x > 0. Thus for any such U, taking x = 0, we see that we can neither have y -U b > 0 nor y -U b < 0 and that does not necessarily mean that y -Ub. Consequently the inclusion above cannot be replaced by an equality.
Isermann's main duality resuit is that MIN Ff C MAX F, We will show that MIN F* = MAX F so that conditions necessary or sufficient or both for MIN F* = 0 (resp. y 0 G MIN F*) are the same for MAX F/0 (resp. y° G MAX F). For any y G R k given, consider the two dual scalar linear programs
For any x° G X, from [3] , Mi°e MAX F iff the optimal objective value to LP (Mx°) is 0. From [2] , any x optimal solution to LP (Mx°) is s.t. M x G MAX F and LP (M x°) does not have a finite optimal objective value, in other words LP* (Mx°) is infeasible (since LP (Ma; 0 ) is feasible) iff MAX F = 0. From this latter necessary and sufficient condition for non emptiness of MAX F, the following resuit becomes obvious. 1. THEOREM: MAX F / 0 iff one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
1) The System Ax = 0, Mx > 0, x >0 has no solution x G R n .
2) The System vA-aM>0, a>0hasa solution (v, a) G R m+/ \
3) There exists a real k x m-matrix C/ for which the System a (M-UA) £ 0, a > 0 has a solution a G R fc . 4) There exists a real & x m-matrix U for which the System (M -U A) x>0 has no solution x G R n .
Proof: As for any v G R m and oGR fc with a > 0 there exists a k x m real matrix [/ s.£. v = af7, the équivalences follow from judicious applications of the Tucker's theorem of the alternative (see [5] ). 2) holds iff for any x G X, LP* (Mx) is infeasible, that is MAX F^0.
• For proving that we always have MAX F = MIN F*, we will need the following lemma which has also the advantage of telling us a bit more on the structure of F*, the feasible set of (D), Conversely let M x° E MAX F. This is the case iff LP (M x°) and LP* (Mx°) have optimal objective values equal to 0 (see [2] or [3] as should be expected.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a dual to the linear vector maximization problem which complètes Isermann's dual. We also gave neeessary and sufficient conditions for non emptiness of the efficient set.
